Fashion
Feel what light can do for your customers

Philipp Plein store
Vienna, Austria
Architect: Stefan Mauritz, Mauritz Design

Feel what light can do for
your store
Lighting energises us, makes us comfortable and allows us to enjoy interacting with others.
Philips provides flexible lighting solutions that enable you to adjust environments to suit each mood
or activity, personalising spaces and creating a unique experience at the touch of a button.
We can help you make the switch to LED easier than you could possibly imagine, enhancing life in
your store with the power of light.
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Lacoste
Multiple US locations
Lighting design: David Apfel

Attract people
Dynamic lighting has the power to attract people. It can give
your store real stopping power by distinguishing your façade,
creating irresistible window displays and bringing your
brand to life. Light can support your marketing activities/
POS promotions and run them effectively. At the touch of a
button you can change your store environment.

Feel excited
Today, retail success depends on creating a relaxing environment in which

Make them stay
Once inside, a comfortable, exciting ambience will make
people enjoy the experience and stay longer. Lighting
controls are the perfect way to set the right lighting mood
so you can encourage your customers to feel relaxed and
carry on browsing.

Return visits increase revenue
The more customers enjoy your store experience, the
more likely they are to talk about it with friends. And by
optimising the lighting with excellent colour rendering
you can ensure what they see is what they get, so you see
fewer returns and more repeat visits.
Secure brand consistency
Remote control management enables you to take control
of the lighting design of all your stores.

customers can enjoy discovering the merchandise you have to offer. A unique
shopping experience will encourage them to linger for longer and help them
to feel at ease with your brand. And the longer they spend in store, the more
they’ll be inclined to buy.

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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www.philips.com/shoplighting

Think global
Philips is the market leader in energy-efficient lighting
solutions with manufacturing facilities all over the world.
Our global supply chain means that we can support your
roll-out across countries and continents with solutions
that reinforce your store’s unique identity. Together with
you we can define and plan the complete logistics process
from concept to completion.

Act local
With employees in more than 60 countries worldwide
you’ll find our support reassuring on a local level too.
Philips Representatives are always available to offer help
and advice to support local roll-out and provide excellent
levels of after-sales service.

Philips: your global partner
We’re a people-focussed, market driven company that’s organised around our customers and
their brands. So whether you’re a small, trendy boutique, a world-wide department store or
somewhere in between, we’ve got the facilities and resources to make your lighting story a
success.
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www.philips.com/shoplighting

Sustainability
In retail, 50% of the energy bill is lighting related, 70% of
which is inefficient. Investing in lighting is one of the easiest
ways to cut costs and impact. So we’ve developed a full
range of lighting solutions that are socially responsible,
technologically advanced and pleasing to the eye. Helping
you to sustain your company and the environment.

Feel responsible
Making your store stand out doesn't mean you have to compromise on the environment.

Feel in control
Our lighting controls take retail energy saving to
new levels. Complete control solutions with presence
detection, like Philips Dynalite and Teletrol, ensure lights
are only used when needed, at a level that minimises
energy consumption. Clever ideas that control costs
without skimping on the customer experience. And with
our integrated technologies, one system works with all
your other third party building services. With headquarter
energy monitoring you can reduce your energy costs
by 20%.

Operational advantages of LED
Systems that use LED sources are smart in other ways too.
LEDs are low maintenance with a long lifetime. They also
emit no heat, reducing the need for air conditioning and
saving even more energy. Our solutions are suitable for all
retail applications without compromising in quality on light.
And with our complete portfolio, including services, they
come with peace of mind too.
Turnkey projects and services
Philips Lighting’s Turnkey Projects & Services (TP&S)
organisation can keep the hassle of your lighting project
to an absolute minimum. TP&S offers a complete range
of supporting services – from financing and installation
to maintenance. The services are available individually or
combined into a tailor-made turnkey package that delivers
complete project co-ordination from start to finish. Once
you’re happy with the solution we’ve designed for you,
we’ll take over all responsibility. All you need to do to
monitor and manage your lighting project is contact your
dedicated Philips representative.

Manage your triple bottom line: People, Planet, Profit with our sustainable lighting solutions.
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Fashion content overview
Our fashion retail solutions can add value in many different ways throughout your store. At the
counter, on the sales floor or in the changing rooms. On the following pages you will find total
solutions for seven typical areas of a retail store. The products shown are only a small selection of
what is available for that particular application.
04. Counter & cashier’s desk

www.philips.com/shoplighting

05. Sales floor
\\ 03

\\ 06

01. Façade & shop window
\\ 07

\\ 05

06. Store architecture

\\ 04

02. Merchandise on display

07. Changing rooms
\\ 02
\\ 01

03. Racks & shelves
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Vroom & Dreesmann store
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Create attraction
From the moment customers walk past your
store you can create interest and attraction
with coloured light, dynamic scene setting
and intelligent controls. ArcTone gives you
the perfect accent lighting in crisp, sparkling
and warm white light. It renders colours
beautifully, helping your merchandise to stand
out even more.

01.

Feel attraction

ColorBlast is designed to turn heads with
rich, saturated colours and colour-changing
effects. The perfect way to set the scene for
every new season or look and draw attention
to your displays and special promotions. Add
to that Dynalite, our sophisticated lighting
control system, and you’ll see significant cost
savings too.

ArcTone
Dynalite

ColorBlast

Façade and shop window
Everyone is vying for attention. But with the proper lighting, your shop window can stand out
from the crowd. Direct light exactly where you want it to add highlights and enhance texture.
Apply higher lighting levels to your display and avoid dark background walls to stop your window
turning into a mirror. Or use dynamic lighting to create stopping power, support seasonal themes,

Façade and shop
window solution

make shoppers curious and draw them inside.
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Vegas Mall
The Vegas super mall is one of the world’s largest retail sites. Its
centrepiece is a recreation of Tokyo’s famous Ginza shopping street
with its pulsating, vibrant atmosphere. The ambitious concept was
brought to life using an array of LED lighting solutions to create an
exciting, dynamic ambience with changing colours and light effects.
The light show now gives a dazzling performance that entertains
and amazes shoppers, bringing a taste of Tokyo to Russia’s first
themed mall.

“Vegas turns shopping into an
exciting adventure attended with
mystery and change.”
Emin Agalarov, Commercial Director of the Crocus Group

Moscow, Russia
Lighting designer: Elif Gün, Elemeği Project Solutions
Product solutions:
iColor Accent, iColor Graze Powercore, iColor Cove MX Powercore, iW
Cove, Recessed LEDline, iColor Flex MX, ColorBlast Powercore, UrbanScene

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Zara
This Spanish fashion chain wanted to create a modern, dynamic
image to attract more shoppers to their flagship store and show
dynamic content on their 2 LED displays. Each screen catches the
eye of pedestrians passing by Zara’s store in the main shopping
street in Saint Petersburg, Russia. Videos and pictures showing the
latest collections can be sent straight from Zara’s Headquarters in
Spain and are shown instantly on the screens. Whether products
are “On Sale” or “New arrivals”, the digital screens can be used to
focus the attention of the shopper towards any event in the store,
enhancing the brand and boosting sales.
St. Petersburg, Russia
Installers: Vision Service, St. Petersburg, Russia
Product solutions:
Vidiwall

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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“Each screen catches the eye of pedestrians passing
by Zara’s store in the main shopping street in Saint
Petersburg, Russia.”
Fashion
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Galeries Lafayette
Galeries Lafayette is a beautiful 10-storey building with wonderful
architecture and a decorative glass dome. The store welcomes
customers with a serene and harmonious atmosphere that
emphases luxury. Together with interior designer Bruno Moinard,
French lighting designer Yann Kersale has created an undulating,
luminous sky of white clouds in which light and shade interplay with
each other. The porcelain conch shells contain two eW Cove QLX
Powercore light fittings in warm and cool white light. Each conch
shell consumes just 9W to generate the stunning lighting effect that
delights customers.
Paris, France
Architect: Bruno Moinard
Lighting designer: Yann Kersale
Product solutions:
eW Cove QLX Powercore

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Noble Place
Gdynia, Poland

Show your true colours
Our lighting solutions enable you to show
off your merchandise like never before. For
example, Elite lamps provide a crisp white
sparkling light that makes everything look
irresistibly beautiful, season after season.
Clothes take on a new vibrancy, furniture and
accessories shine and jewellery is displayed at
its most dazzling.

Projectors like ArcTone enable you to create
powerful lighting accents to accentuate goods.
And because they use Elite lamps with a
superb colour rendering index of 90, you can
bring out the true colours of the merchandise
on display. So your merchandise becomes the
hero and you avoid customer disappointment
when they see their purchases at home,
thereby reducing store returns.

LuxSpace Square

02.

Feel desire

MASTERColour
CDM Elite
ArcTone

Merchandise on display
The store entrance is the gateway to your brand. Entice shoppers inside with highlighted focal points such
as a new product or a seasonal promotion that will make them explore further. Lighting can help them to
understand the store layout and locate the areas that interest them. Each zone can have its own distinct

Merchandise
on display solution

character and feel, while ensuring a cohesive ambience that reinforces your brand.
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Gosia Baczyńska’s Atelier
Well-selected lighting can create a dramatic shopping experience.
Gosia Baczyńska chose Philips solutions to put the merchandise in
her new studio boutique in the spotlight. The whole boutique is
lit with first class LEDs and ArcTone with Elite lamps to showcase
the colour, shades, tones and texture of the fabrics. They also show
off the designer’s taste by highlighting décor features such as the
ornate staircase and grand chandelier. A glamorous transformation
that also saves precious energy.
Warsaw, Poland
Product solutions:
ArcTone, MASTERColour CDM-Tc Elite, MASTER LEDlamps

“Atelier is truly the light of my eye. I would
love it if lighting brought out the beauty of my
designs and made the place and collections
look enchantingly intimate. I must say it has
been successful beyond my dreams.”
Gosia Baczyńska, Fashion Designer
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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03.

Feel noticed

Racks and shelves
Your shop is a stage and your products are the leading actors. Our eyes tend to follow the light, so a careful
balance of accent and contrast can prove invaluable in focusing the shoppers’ attention. Accent lighting needs
to be flexible so you can reposition it as the products and collections change. Racks and shelves can be lit from
the ceiling or by direct light on the shelves. And by using the correct colour temperature, such as warm light for
leather goods and cool tones for suits, your merchandise will always be shown in the very best light.

Displays
LED lighting offers exciting new possibilities
for store ambience and product
enhancement. Create inspiring atmospheres
with StyliD for accent lighting with playful
contrast. The innovative retail lighting solution
creates visually stimulating displays with the
flexibility to adjust colours and style of the
luminaire the mood in your store beautifully.

With iW Cove MX Powercore you can
illuminate alcoves and shelves with high
performance, brilliant white-light LED. And
to complete your lighting solution, create an
extra dimming dimension with ToBeTouched
lighting controls. Personal, intuitive and fun
to play with, the dynamic light wheel gives
you endless possibilities to change the colour
temperature, saturation and intensity of your
store lighting.

StyliD

ToBeTouched CT

iW Cove MX
Powercore

Racks & shelves
solution

Replay store
Milan, Italy
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“Fussl Fashion is not just a byword
for high-quality clothing, but also
for social and environmental
responsibility. For us, a long-term
approach is important when we
think and act. Installing Philips’
innovative LED systems proves this.”

Fussl Fashion
Fussl Fashion specialises in fashion for men, women and children,
from exclusive labels to internationally renowned brands. The
company also has a passion for the environment and wanted to
reduce their carbon footprint. By switching from halogen lighting
to LED at their flagship store, Fussl Fashion significantly reduced
energy costs and CO2 emissions, yet still achieved the high light
levels and excellent colour reproduction they needed to show off
the garments in their store.

Ernst Mayr, Managing Director Fussl Fashion
Vienna, Austria
Installer: Gadermeier & Co - Thomas Hohensinn
Product solutions:
DayZone, StyliD, Latina LED, MASTER LEDspot, MASTER LEDbulb

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Philipp Plein Store

Sleepy

The internationally renowned designer Philipp Plein expanded
his fashion business with a new monobrand store in Vienna’s
Bauernmarkt. With its minimalist furnishing and cool restraint,
the lighting was particularly important to create atmosphere and
impact. The exclusive use of cold white LED lighting amplifies the
deliberately cool mood and the brilliance of the light highlights the
items on show. The new generation of Spot LEDs were used in the
ceiling and glass displays to highlight individual pieces and create a
high degree of reflection from the white walls.

Sleepy is a chain of 23 independent ‘sleep comfort specialist’ stores.
An innovative, energy-saving lighting concept, supported by a
virtual tour of the store, led to Sleepy in Genk being fitted with
100% Philips lighting. The concept provides high light levels at a
lower cost, with a long lifespan to reduce energy costs. Best of all,
the sparkling white light and high colour rendering brings out the
colour and patterns of the bed linen displayed in store.

Vienna, Austria
Architect: Stefan Mauritz, Mauritz Design

Genk, Belgium

Product solutions:
Spot LED 3, eW Profile Powercore, Fugato Mini, MASTERColour CDM-T Elite
(35 W)

Product solutions:
MASTERColour CDM-T Elite, MASTER LEDlamps,
Fugato, UnicOne

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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“Creative ideas must be realisable and I personally
take a lot of enjoyment from collaborating with
professional partners to find perfect solutions for
our projects. Not only have we opted for LEDs
in our stores, I also experience the benefits of
LED lighting in my home.”
Philipp Plein, Designer

“My shop has become much more
attractive thanks to this lighting, and at
the same time I’m saving money and
doing good for the environment.”
Bart Meekers, owner of Sleepy, Genk

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Fischer´s
Vienna, Austria
Architect: Stefan Mauritz, Mauritz Design

Make light work of queues
Eye-catching accent lighting is a great signpost
for your cashier area. DaySign does this
beautifully. With its super-thin light-emitting
surfaces, nothing gets in the way of the
design – or lighting performance. The bright
white light makes life easier for counter staff
and prevents them from making any costly
mistakes.

Lighting can entertain too. Combine iColor
Flex MX with the intuitive ToBeTouched RGB
control to produce endless decorative effects
that create a mesmerising backdrop to your
cashier’s desk. Perfect as a backlight, this
playful solution can lighten the mood in your
store so your customers are happier to wait
in line.

ToBeTouched
RGB

04.

Feel relaxed

iColor Flex MX

DaySign Pendant

Counter and cashier’s desk
Queues at the cashier’s desk mean you’re doing great business, but they can also put off potential customers.
Shoppers don’t like waiting in line and become bored and frustrated. The ingenious use of dynamic lighting
provides a visual distraction, keeping them entertained as they wait. Carefully positioned accessory racks,
illuminated to attract attention, can also tempt them to make additional impulse purchases. And the counter

Counter & cashier’s
desk solution

itself should be well lit so that the staff can work comfortably and avoid any transaction errors.
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Bijenkorf
Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Boost sales
The sales floor can be a vast area that
customers need to make sense of. Clever
use of lighting solutions like Elite Light Boost
can make all the difference. By boosting or
dimming light levels without compromising
light quality you can draw attention to specific
areas, delineate spaces and guide customers
effortlessly around your store.

Fugato

05.

Feel guided

With Dynalite you can save energy on the
sales floor too. Our sophisticated control
system can enhance your store with advanced
lighting control including daylight dimming.
So you can dim floor lighting when there are
fewer customers in store and make significant
cost savings.

Efix GridLight

Elite Light Boost

Dynalite

Sales floor
It is here that your brand comes into its own. People need to see where they are walking and also view
merchandise in the best way. Careful use of vertical lighting on walls can make your store look more spacious.
Or you can create a more intimate experience by using narrow beams to enhance contrast. With our lighting

Sales floor solution

solutions you can design exactly the kind of space where shoppers want to be.
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Unikulma

“The Philips LED lamps are of good
quality. They are thoroughly tested before
being released onto the market. I would
recommend them without reservation.”

Unikulma specialises in giving people sweet dreams by providing
high quality mattresses, beds and bedrooms. The company has a
strong Environmental Programme, so when it came to refurbishing
the lighting in its Helsinki store Unikulma chose sustainable LED.
The new light sources create a warm and comfortable ambience
without compromising whatsoever on brightness. The dream
solution has also achieved significant energy savings and minimised
maintenance costs and hassle.

Vesa Tuominen, CEO, Unikulma
Helsinki, Finland
Product solutions:
MASTER LEDlamps (7W)

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Espai Gironès shopping centre
Girona, Spain

The art of attraction
LED displays create great stopping power and
are an effective way to attract shoppers into
your store. Our multi-function, multimedia
Vidiwalls give you the perfect media to
entertain, advertise and inform with dynamic,
vibrant and high definition images that capture
people’s attention – and keep it.

06.

Feel entertained

iPlayer3

Once customers are inside, lighting can help
to convey your store’s brand identity in the
most attractive way. Use it to accentuate
special features and architectural details.
Highlight extraordinary ornaments and
decorative objects. Or use coloured accents
to create a magical ambience that will delight
everyone who spends time in your store.

iColor Cove
MX Powercore

Vidiwall
VP520

Store architecture
Shops often have interesting architectural features, both inside and outside. By accentuating
them with careful lighting you can make the store more interesting for the shopper. It is
all about staging the shopping experience. Creating the promise of something exciting,
something out of the ordinary. Captivating shoppers and setting the scene for higher sales.

Store architecture
solution

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Ritter Sport flagship store
Ritter Sport wanted to create a special store experience by
introducing a chocolate theme over three floors, including a stylish
lounge and café. UnicOne dimmable, recessed spots were used to
create a homely, warm light that encourages visitors to linger in the
café, at the same time as highlighting the colourful squares on the
walls. MASTERColour CDM Elite lamps provide a brilliant lighting
ambience over the “chocolate path”, accentuating both the exhibits
and the colourful product range.
Berlin, Germany
Lighting designer: Lars Deppert - Vitamin E
Product solutions:
UnicOne, MASTERColour CDM Elite, Affinium LED string

www.philips.com/shoplighting
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“Visitors to our colourful chocolate world have all of their
senses stimulated by the combination of ultimate enjoyment
and an attractively designed and lit atmosphere.”
André Behnisch, Manager of the Bunte Schokowelt in Berlin
Fashion
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Mexx store
Haarlem, the Netherlands

Flattering customers
Your changing rooms should have a warm and
inviting atmosphere that makes customers
feel completely at home. Soften the mood
and general ambience with StyliD recessed
spots. The high quality light will flatter your
customers and the merchandise they are
thinking of buying, so they’re both seen in the
best possible light.

With iW Cove MX Powercove and
ToBeTouched controls you can take the
changing room experience to a whole new
level of sophistication. So the customer can
dim the lights to see what a dress will look
like in an intimate restaurant. Or play with
cool and warm white light to see how it might
look at a summer garden party. The more
customers like what they see, the more likely
you are to get the sale.

StyliD Recessed
ToBeTouched CT

07.

Feel special

iW Cove MX
Powercore

Changing rooms
This is the first time your shopper is alone with your product. And it is essential that both appear as attractive as
possible. Providing a flattering light, with as little shadow as possible, will make your customer look and feel good
– and isn’t that the first step to a purchasing decision? Choosing the correct light colour temperature can also
help show the product off to its best. And subtle use of dynamic lighting allows the atmosphere to change with

Changing rooms
solution

the season and collection.
www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Triumph
The Triumph lingerie store in Singapore introduced a new shopping
experience by installing dynamic fitting rooms. In each fitting
room customers are able to choose different lighting scenes.
These are linked to different mood settings: Chill, Business, Sports,
Evening, Rest & Relax, Intimate Moments, Dress Down and Mood
Transformer. The new installation has improved the shopping
experience and strengthened the brand image. The innovative
concept is perceived as luxurious, flattering and comfortable and
encourages shoppers to spend more time in the changing rooms
leading to increased satisfaction and purchase. Sales increased by
40%.
Singapore
Product solutions:
iColor Cove, Dynalite, iColorFlex MX

“The new installation improved the shopping experience
and strengthened the brand image. ”
42
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“Retailers are already seeing the advantage of
personalising their store experience. I can show
you innovative lighting solutions that will create a
unique ambience to make your store and brand
more attractive. Sustainable lighting that will minimise
your energy use at the same time as maximising the
customer experience.”

Find out more at: www.philips.com/shoplighting
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Product
overview
Philips has a complete range of lighting
solutions for every retail application or
lighting requirement.

01. Façade & shop window

02. Merchandise on display

03. Racks & shelves

04. Counter & cashier’s desk

05. Sales floor

06. Store architecture

07. Changing rooms

Dynalite

LuxSpace Square

Fugato

DayZone

LuxSpace

iColor Cove MX Powercore

StyliD Recessed

• Shopper experience and brand enhancements
• Operational cost savings
• Energy savings

• Great light quality
• Compact range of sizes, easy to install
• Save even more with OccuPlus

• Range of fixed downlights for general lighting
• Optimum performance with compact fluorescent lamps
• Significant energy savings

• Inspiring design
• Sustainable solution
• Excellent visual comfort

• Highly efficient, dimmable downlight
• Compact form factor, wide range of options, easy to install
• Quality of light at top efficacy (up to 80 lm/W)

• High-intensity light for alcoves and accents
• Dynamic effects, saturated colours
• Continuous streams of light to achieve curves

• Wide range, and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

ColorBlast

StyliD

ToBeTouched CT

DaySign Pendant

Fugato

iColor Flex MX

iW Cove MX Powercore

• Offers a wide range of wall-washing effects
• Offers ease and flexibility in a compact LED unit
• Suitable for a wide variety of indoor/outdoor applications

• Wide range and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

• Easy to use and programme light settings
• Stylish design
• Easy installation

• LED-based luminaire with super-thin light-emitting surface
• Creates eye-catching accent lighting and general lighting
• Full family available (pendants, spots and surface mounted)

• Range of fixed downlights for general lighting
• Optimum performance with compact fluorescent lamps
• Significant energy savings

• Generates extraordinary effects
• Create magic walls behind translucent materials
• Used to create subtle lighting effects up to real time video

• High performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Continuous streams of light in curves/complex geometries

iW Blast Powercore

ArcTone

iW Cove MX Powercore

EFix Projector

Elite Light Boost

Savio

Fugato

• High-performance with over 1,600 lumen output
• Superior fixture consistency, static or tunable white light
• Energy-efficient solution for flood lighting

• Create amazing customised lighting effects
• Range of projectors: refined, compact form, curved edges
• Can be customised to the specific application

• High performance tunable white light
• Create different ambiences during the day
• Continuous streams of light in curves/complex geometries

• Lighting performance that matches the application needs
• Easy to install and maintain
• Complete product range, simplicity of choice

• Immediate light boost for attracting attention
• Superior quality of light
• Easy to control with standard DALI commands

• Stylish design and optimum performance
• Uniform and comfortable brightness impression
• Dynamic Lighting enables feeling active during day

• Range of fixed downlight for general lighting
• Optimum performance with compact fluorescent lamps
• Significant energy savings

ArcTone

eW Cove QLX Powercore

StyliD

iColor Flex MX

EFix Gridlight

Vidiwall

Dynalite

• Create amazing powerful lighting effects
• Range of projectors: refined, compact form, curved edges
• Can be customised to the specific application

• Offers white light in fixed colour temperature
• Highly versatile, different ambiences during the day
• Continuous streams of light in curves/complex geometries

• Wide range, and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

• Generates extraordinary effects
• Create magic walls behind translucent materials
• Used to create subtle lighting effects up to real time video

• Cost-effective high-quality accent lighting
• Accent lighting with maximum ease and convenience
• Supplied in an all-in-one kit (lamp, optic and gear)

• Dimmable light output, no fans for silent operation
• Sizeable and in various resolutions
• Suitable for many indoor and outdoor display applications

• Shopper experience and brand enhancements
• Operational cost savings
• Energy savings

eW Fuse Powercore

UnicOne

eW Profile Powercore

ToBeTouched RGB

Dynalite

iPlayer3

ToBeTouched CT

• Full range of surface grazing and wall-washing applications
• Ultra-compact form, suitable for tight spaces
• Similar light output as conventional grazing fixtures

• Rotation-symmetrical design projector
• Offers the very best colour rendering

• High-quality light at substantially lower cost
• Light level and quality comparable to CFL downlights
• Simple, standard installation

• Easy to use and programme light settings
• Stylish design
• Easy installation

• Shopper experience & brand enhancements
• Operational Cost savings
• Energy savings

• Compact, stand alone, show storage and playback device
• ColorPlay 3 light show authoring software
• For installations up to 340 unique light addresses

• Easy to use and programme light settings
• Stylish design
• Easy installation

StyliD semi recessed

MASTERColour CDM Elite

MASTER LEDspot LV MR11

MASTER LEDspot MV GU10 dimmable

MASTER LEDspot LV AR111

VP520

MASTER LEDspot LV MR16 dimmable

• Wide range, and wide choices
• Dimmable
• Up to 80% energy saving vs halogen

• Provides a superior sparkling white light
• Improved colour rendering (Ra > 90)
• 10% more efficacy, 20% more lumen maintenance

• Up to 80% energy saving, 4W replaces 20W
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Patented intelligent driver enables broad compatibility

• Up to 80% energy saving, 7W replaces 50W
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Scene setting: warm and cool white, dimmable spot

• Up to 80% energy saving, 10W replaces 50W
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Patented intelligent driver enables broad compatibility

• Most energy efficient video processor
• Easy to use, plug and play
• Flexible decoding/scaling of variable input sources

• Up to 80% energy saving,10W replaces 50W
• Harmless light: no UV and IR radiation, less heat
• Patented intelligent driver enables broad compatibility

Find out more at:
www.philips.com/catalog
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